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ABSTRACT

The Leader framework developed by the European Commission (2000) was employed in response to rural unemployment and migration to urban areas. Leader aimed at incorporating new forms of governance at the local level by creating a legal basis for cross-sectoral partnerships and fostering stakeholder interaction and public participation. The establishment of Local Action Groups in Poland, however, does not warrant the effectiveness of their stakeholders’ participation. Perceived fairness has been recognized as a required precondition for individuals’ support for decisions and meaningful involvement in decision-making processes. The primary goal of this paper is to explore the basis of entitlement beliefs that selected Leader participants in Poland use to judge fairness and their participatory behavior in response to issues of fairness of tourism decision-making processes and distribution of Leader benefits.
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INTRODUCTION

Stakeholders’ participation in tourism decision-making integrates democratic principles with sustainable development (Bora & Hausendorf, 2006), providing them with opportunities to observe and evaluate the current governance system in a better way (Cole 2006; Hunt & Haider 2001; Lawrence, Daniels, & Stankey 1997; Tosun & Timothy 2003). A socio-economic and political transition from socialism to a market economy experienced by Post-communist Central and Eastern Europe changed entirely conditions for countryside development. In particular, the collapse of the Communist regime was a singular event that made possible private land ownership and the growth of local markets. At the national level, economic reforms focused on liberalization of the market system and political changes concentrated on strengthening a nascent democratic culture (Grabowska & Szawiel, 2001). At the local level, the economic development of transitioning rural communities emerged as a major concern to Central and Eastern European policymakers owing to a rapid increase in migration of rural populations to urban areas.

Poland’s accession to the European Union (EU) in 2004 represented an extension of ongoing socio-economic changes that were taking place inside the country (Sandford, 1999; Smith & Hall, 2006). Since 1990, the EU has been an active agent of socio-political change in Poland through such mechanism as export-import treaties or aid and loan programs that impacted the course of local development (Steves, 2001; McDonald, 2003). Emergent regional and local
programs that delegated responsibility for rural tourism to local communities became central to rural development decisions (Marciszewska, 2006; Mularska, 2008).

Aligned with this democratic principle, the Leader framework developed by the European Commission (2000) was employed in response to rural unemployment and migration to urban areas (Nash et al., 2006). The program created locally sustainable operations by facilitating public participation in decision-making including development of the tourism infrastructure. In other words, Leader aimed at incorporating new forms of governance at the local level by creating a legal basis for cross-sectoral partnerships and fostering stakeholder interaction and public participation (European Commission, 2006, The Leader approach: A basic guide). In Poland, representatives of local interests established formal partnerships, known as Local Action Groups (LAGs), to carry out the Leader framework. LAGs not only provided opportunities for local stakeholders to evaluate, discuss, and negotiate development possibilities and strategies, but also exercised control over distributions of Leader funding.

The establishment of LAGs in a post-communist environment, such as Poland, does not warrant the effectiveness of their stakeholders’ participation. Perceived fairness has been recognized as a required precondition for individuals’ support for decisions and meaningful involvement in decision-making processes (Hunt & Haider 2001; Smith & McDonough 2001; Tyler, Degoej, & Smith 1996). It is essential for LAGs to operate and work fairly with their stakeholders. The primary goal of this study is to explore the basis of entitlement beliefs that selected Leader participants in Poland use to judge fairness and their participatory behavior in response to issues of fairness of tourism decision-making processes and distribution of Leader benefits.

WHAT IS AN ENTITLEMENT BELIEF

The concept of entitlement has been discussed across different disciplines (Naumann, Minsky, & Sturman, 2002). For example, from a legal perspective, individuals’ entitlements are viewed as legal rights (Black, 1990). Along the same line, with the rise of democracy in 1980s and 1990s, political scientists termed democratic entitlement to describe citizens’ rights to freedom of opinions and expression and participation in public affairs (Franck, 1992). Personality psychologists subscribed to the idea that entitlement could be a stable, core trait of narcissistic personality, reflecting one’s expectations of special treatment in a favorable sense (e.g., Campbell, Bonacci, Shelton, Exline, & Bushman, 2004; Boyd & Helms, 2005). In recognizing the prominent force of social norms, or formally and informally prescribed rules and laws, social psychologists defined entitlement as an evaluative frame of reference deriving from a socially-constructed normative expectation, which prescribes who should or ought to receive something (Feather, 1999, 2003; Lerner, 1987; Major, 1994; Singer, 1981). After all, this definition, as opposed to entitlement as a stable personality trait, can afford discussions of what makes someone, or a certain group of people, entitled to certain outcomes. This relationship between someone and obtained outcomes specified in the sense of entitlement proffers an understanding of how people evaluate and respond affectively and behaviorally to human events associated with justice (Major, 1994).

The focus on the link between an actor and his/her outcome led some social psychologists to use the terms entitlement and deservingness interchangeably (e.g., Major, 1994; Moore, 1991), leaving the muddled state of conceptual overlap. It is worth noting that these two constructs denote distinct psychological meanings. According to Feather (1999, 2003), deservingness refers
to a judgment based on the evaluative structure of one’s actions or merit and ensuing outcomes. A consistent contingency between one’s actions and outcomes evokes the sense of deservingness, whereas the perceived inconsistency leads to the sense of undeservingness. For example, a good tip given to a restaurant server would be perceived to be deserved if his/her service behavior exceeds expectations. Therefore, a primary conceptual distinction between deservingness and entitlement resides in their locus of causality and controllability (Tomlinson, 2012). People make an inference of (un)deservingness when an actor is believed to cause or have control over future outcomes through his/her actions. In contrast, when causes of an outcome are beyond an actor’s control, people rest upon the status or role-based expectations to form the sense of entitlement. In addition, as far as the value of outcomes is concerned, entitlement is a term typically in reference to positive, rather than negative, outcomes. The term deservingness can be typically in reference to both positive and negative outcomes. Empirical work has provided evidence that entitlement and deservingness bear different meanings to people (Feather 2003, 2008; Feather & Johnstone, 2001).

As social psychologists highlighted the force of an external frame of reference in conceptualizing entitlement, we recognize the context-dependent, subjective, and malleable aspects of entitlement. We subscribe to Tomlinson’s (2012) general definition of entitlement beliefs, which are “an actor’s beliefs regarding his/her rightful claim of privileges” (p. 5). Tomlinson (2012) asserted that entitlement beliefs may be a function of stable personality trait and malleable psychological state influences. The latter influence is contingent upon sociocultural factors, such as prescriptive rights, rules, or normative expectations. Therefore, people may not have consistent views on who is entitled to what because of different personalities and, more importantly, different status or role-based expectations. An actor’s entitlement beliefs do not necessarily spring from a legitimate basis. It is also reasonable to assume that a shift in entitlement beliefs may occur through social learning processes.

As theoretical discussions on the antecedents and consequences of entitlements in social or organizational justice have been blooming, empirical efforts in exploring the roles of entitlement beliefs in the context of public participation in community development or governance have been scarce. The subjective and malleable features and subject-matter relevance of entitlement beliefs warrant a qualitative approach to provide more context-rich insights. The current study argues that entitlement beliefs may provide an alternative social psychological lens through which to elaborate on under what circumstances perceived (un)fairness may arise during public participation in rural tourism development as well as to scrutinize intragroup dynamics and participants’ involvement in decision making.

**METHODS**

The data for the present study was extracted from the first author’s more general qualitative inquiry into stakeholders’ experiences with LAGs and Leader. We discovered dynamics of (un)fairness within LAGs that we felt needed to be explored in the unique post-communist context of Poland. Semi-structured interviews intended of asking the key respondents for the facts as of matter as well as for respondents’ opinions about Leader events and Local Action Groups. The two Local Action Groups in Pomerania were selected from the list provided by the Pomeranian Marshal Office (http://www.pomorskie.eu/pl/dprow/dzialnia_umwp/lider/lsr). After a general overview of established Local Action Groups, two Local Action Groups were targeted for the in-depth study that appeared different due to size and character of Leader implementation process. The next step were interviews with selected office managers who
responded to emails. The semi-structured interviews with rural stakeholders in Leader were conducted between July and October of 2010, on the basis of available membership information. Interviews were usually conducted in people’s homes and lasted between 2 and 6 hours. The sampling of interviewees continued until the researcher felt that the main study themes were sufficiently explored and diverse instances represented.

A total of 18 stakeholders from Local Action Group I and II were interviewed. In addition the leaders of LAG I and LAG II, the interviewees included eleven participants from LAG I and five participants from LAG II. Interviewed LAG I stakeholders included: seven owners of an agro-tourism or rural tourism business, a local artist, a tour guide, an owner of a restaurant and a representative of a local association. Four interviewees from LAG II represented interest of the private sector; two of them were also active members of local associations (Local Tourism Organization, Agro-tourism association). One stakeholder actively participated in LAG II Board of Directors and the other represented a local cycling club. A set of beforehand-prepared questions guided each interview. During the interview the study participants were encouraged to tell their individual stories and talk about individual experiences regarding tourism development in the area.

**FINDINGS & DISCUSSION**

The Leader framework builds on traditions of deliberative local democracy focused on improving mechanisms for greater direct public involvement in policymaking through enhancing debate and dialogue. The democratic principles associated with the countryside transition in support of Leader operations in Poland included the opportunity to stay informed, to voice and exchange opinions, to exert influence over decisions regarding distributions of financial resources, and to evaluate or monitor execution of decisions. The authors found several issues related to entitlement beliefs and perceived fairness in stakeholders’ participation in LAGs.

Officials’ personal invitations to participate in Leader were viewed by the stakeholders either as a confirmation of an established positive ‘relationship’ with authorities, or the recognition of their local status. Their perceived entitlements to decision-making about distributions of funds stem from a set of beliefs that they had the best knowledge about the area and were best representatives of local needs and interests. In many instances, the event of establishing a positive relationship between certain stakeholders from the private sector and officials was associated with differentiation between the sub-group of the core ‘privileged’ LAG members and the ‘others’. LAG members division into the ‘core’ members and ‘the new enthusiasts’ contributed to rather negative views among ‘the new enthusiasts’ as they felt neglected and excluded from Leader funding and training as opposed to stakeholders who strongly ally with LAG practices.

The core members of one LAG, primarily local officials and those directly linked to them, assumed that ‘new enthusiasts’ had insufficient knowledge about the Leader framework. Another common view among the ‘core’ members indicated seniority of LAG membership as a basis for designating power in LAG decision-making. This entitlement belief contradicted some ‘new enthusiasts’ views that the more stakeholders have control over funding decisions, the more benefits the local community can gain from the Leader program. While the core members of that particular LAG were motivated to hold onto and prevent the benefits that came with decision-making from being granted to others, seniority of membership might serve as a plausible, informal rule to justify their entitlements.
The ‘privileged’ members’ entitlement belief about control over decision making shaped group’s dynamics, the decision-making procedure and its outcomes. The ‘new enthusiasts’ were expected to assume peripheral role in the LAG’s operations. Even few older stakeholders felt excluded or treated unfairly and the growing sense of disappointment and injustice reduced their commitment to Leader. Quite reversely, two ‘enthusiastic’ LAG members felt their direct involvement in decision-making is unnecessary as LAG decisions are legitimate and current ‘core members’ represent their interests well.

The private sector stakeholders were concerned that too often officials viewed themselves as the only ones who knew how to deal with local issues accepting input exclusively from members who agreed to their views and with whom they previously worked. In particular, the heavy criticism was expressed regarding (1) the illegitimate distribution of Leader funding to public sector without agreement of the private sector and (2) the common practice of decision-making beyond the formal meeting. The core members’ entitlement belief guided allocation of benefits to support their agenda, the new enthusiasts cast doubt on the procedures that form decisions of funding distribution. Perceived unfairness was boosted by unclear criteria for projects evaluation, which allowed the new enthusiasts to derive meanings from outcomes favorable to public-sector agencies.

Several strategies that stakeholders used in response to perceived deprivation of involvement in decision-making emerged from the data: (1) withdrawing from participation due to unfair procedures and treatment, (2) assuming a monitoring role to stay informed, and (3) negotiating their role in Leader by building positive relationships with the core members. The interviews revealed that private-sector stakeholders restrained participation in Leader processes as a result of a belief that the public sector retains control over decisions or when the roles of business and social sectors were unclearly defined in LAGs processes.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings of the current study contribute to the body of research on perceived fairness in tourism development in two primary ways. The current study recognizes entitlement beliefs as an anchor to evaluate fairness of actual decision-making experiences (Feather, 2003; Tornblom & Vermunt 2007), highlighting the threat of different entitlement beliefs to stakeholders’ participation. The findings regarding stakeholders’ responses to unfairness suggest that, as far as their participation is concerned, their action could go beyond a matter of engagement levels of participation. While few members disengaged from participation in Leader due to perceived injustice, some stakeholders took an adaptive approach to change their peripheral role in LAG processes.

The qualitative data from the study indicated that perceived fairness is likely to be associated with entitlement to actively participate in Leader decisions-making process or to benefit from Leader. We propose that the entitlement beliefs are ingrained in local socio-historical conditions of a place and as such the data interpretation needs to be put in that context. We also noted that both strength of entitlement beliefs and opportunities to engage in decision-making appear to simultaneously influence perceived legitimacy of LAG decisions in Poland. As the main limitation of this study is the relatively small sample of respondents, generalization of the findings is confined within the local conditions of the examined Local Action Groups. To be able to make more generalized though still contextualized claims regarding entitlement beliefs,
perceived fairness and legitimacy of decisions, future research needs to focus on gathering information from a large sample of respondents in a given context.
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